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Opening reception for the exhibition: Thursday, April 4th, from 6-8 PM at 513 West 20th Street and 524 
West 24th Street. 

 
Jack Shainman Gallery is proud to present Junction, a new body of work by Paul Anthony Smith and 
his first solo exhibition with the gallery. Spanning our 20th Street and 24th Street spaces, Junction features 
Smith’s unique picotage on pigment prints that question, confront, and challenge the potential of a 
photographic image to retain past truths and constructed realities. 
 
Junction celebrates the rich and complex histories of the post-colonial Caribbean and its people, often 
trapped in the intersection between cultural politics and individual, pedestrian identities. Memory, 
migration, home, and dislocation through globalization are central to Smith’s work. Deeply inspired by 
Caribbean scholars Frantz Fanon and Stuart Hall, Smith probes questions of hybrid identities between 
worlds old and new. The title, Junction, signifies to the artist an amalgamation of people and places: a 
connecting point with Brooklyn’s Broadway Junction subway stop and a space in which individuals 
convene in groups. This body of work is the junction of Spanish, French, and English colonizers of 
Caribbean lands and the gathering place of the diaspora for the West Indian Day Parade. 
 
Patterned in the style of Caribbean breeze block fences, modernist architectural elements function as 
timestamps and veils, meant both to obscure and to protect Smith’s subjects from external gaze. Images 
originally photographed by Smith both in Jamaica and New York City are rendered with tactile surfaces 
through his method of picotage layering. While photography typically functions as a way in which to reveal 
and share information, Smith’s picotage has a concealing and purposefully perplexing effect. Forcing 
these nuanced diasporic histories into a singular picture plane, Smith encourages layers of discomfort 
and unease among these outwardly jovial, if not banal, portraits. Picotage, then, serves as an access 
point as Smith interrogates which elements of identity are allowed to pass through the complexities of 
borders and migration. Amidst tensions, intricacies, and misidentifying gazes remains the power of 
community assembly – a reminder of the Jamaican coat of arms, which reads: “Out of many, one people.” 
 
Smith (b. Jamaica, 1988, currently lives and works in Brooklyn, NY) received his BFA from Kansas City 
Art Institute. Smith’s work has been acquired by many public collections, including the Minneapolis 
Institute of Art and the Blanton Museum at the University of Texas, Austin, and has been featured in 
numerous museum exhibitions, including a solo show at Atlanta Contemporary; a two person show at 
Philadelphia Photo Arts Center; and group shows at Somerset House, London, UK; the California African 
American Museum, organized by Smithsonian Traveling Exhibition Service; Open Spaces Biennial, 
Kansas City, MO; the New Museum, New York, NY; Brooklyn Museum of Art; the Nasher Museum of Art 
at Duke University, Durham, NC; the Seattle Art Museum; the Studio Museum in Harlem; and the Nerman 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Overland Park, KS; among others. He has previously been included in two 
exhibitions at Jack Shainman Gallery | The School: The Coffins of Paa Joe and the Pursuit of Happiness 
(2017), and most recently, Parking on Pavement (2018 – 19). 
 
Upcoming exhibitions at Jack Shainman Gallery include Claudette Schreuders at 513 W. 20th Street, 
opening May 16, 2019. 
 
Gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday from 10 am to 6 pm. For press inquiries please contact 
Katherine Wisniewski, Sutton, katherine@suttonpr.com, +1 212 202 3402. For other inquiries please 
contact the gallery at info@jackshainman.com. 
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